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Watershed Planning is Iterative
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The Nine Elements
a. Identify causes & sources of pollutiona. Identify causes & sources of pollution
b. Estimate load reductions expected b. Estimate load reductions expected 
c. Describe mgmt measures & targeted critical areasc. Describe mgmt measures & targeted critical areas
d. Estimate technical and financial assistance needed d. Estimate technical and financial assistance needed 
e. Develop education component  e. Develop education component  
f.  Develop schedule f.  Develop schedule 
g. Describe interim, measurable milestonesg. Describe interim, measurable milestones
h. Identify indicators to measure progressh. Identify indicators to measure progress
i.  Develop a monitoring componenti.  Develop a monitoring component

Source: US EPA, 2004 319 Supplemental GuidelinesSource: US EPA, 2004 319 Supplemental Guidelines
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Incorporation of the nine minimum elements
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EPA’s Perspective

What are we learning from watershed What are we learning from watershed 
efforts across the country?efforts across the country?

Water problems are not spread evenly across the Water problems are not spread evenly across the 
landscape  landscape  
There is a growing vast body of knowledge on BMP There is a growing vast body of knowledge on BMP 
effectiveness, as well as, assessment toolseffectiveness, as well as, assessment tools
Partnerships are imperative, but howPartnerships are imperative, but how
does one organize and manage cleandoes one organize and manage clean--upup
efforts more effectively?efforts more effectively?
Results are elusive; How do know if youResults are elusive; How do know if you
are achieving goals unless you are are achieving goals unless you are 
monitoring for them?monitoring for them?

19
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EPA’s Perspective

We think the 9 elements are critical to We think the 9 elements are critical to 
watershed plans, particularly:watershed plans, particularly:

Quantifying pollutant sources to guide plan Quantifying pollutant sources to guide plan 
developmentdevelopment
Understanding what NPS management practices Understanding what NPS management practices 
will achieve along with the point source controlswill achieve along with the point source controls
Looking ahead to implementing and Looking ahead to implementing and 
revising the watershed planrevising the watershed plan

Watershed plans should contain more than Watershed plans should contain more than 
our 9 elements our 9 elements –– e.g.  Protection, Drinking e.g.  Protection, Drinking 
Water, Habitats, Fisheries, State PrioritiesWater, Habitats, Fisheries, State Priorities 20
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EPA’s Perspective
What should watershed plans provide?What should watershed plans provide?

Clear Purpose & a RoadmapClear Purpose & a Roadmap -- needed to needed to 
coordinate complex scientific, social, and coordinate complex scientific, social, and 
economic activitieseconomic activities

AccountabilityAccountability –– What indicators are we going What indicators are we going 
to count and why are they important to to count and why are they important to 
watershed resources? watershed resources? 
Program Integration thru PartnershipsProgram Integration thru Partnerships --
TMDLs, 319, NPDES, Source Water Protection, TMDLs, 319, NPDES, Source Water Protection, 
wetlands, Farm Bill Programs, local planning, wetlands, Farm Bill Programs, local planning, 
private investment private investment 
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EPA’s Perspective

Our hope it that thisOur hope it that this
handbook will supplementhandbook will supplement
existing guidesexisting guides
Provides assistance in developing the Provides assistance in developing the 
necessary details of effective plansnecessary details of effective plans
Serves as a starting point for an updateable Serves as a starting point for an updateable 
document on planning across programs and document on planning across programs and 
levels of governance.levels of governance.

DRAFT
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ID stakeholdersID stakeholders
ID issues of concernID issues of concern
Set preliminary goalsSet preliminary goals
Develop indicatorsDevelop indicators
Conduct outreachConduct outreach

Step 1. Build Partnerships

23
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How do I know who to involve in 
my watershed planning effort?

24
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Answer the following:

Who’s responsible for implementation?Who’s responsible for implementation?
Who will be affected?Who will be affected?
Who has information on issues?Who has information on issues?
Who can provide technical and/or financial Who can provide technical and/or financial 
support?support?
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How do I know 
what other 
programs I 
should 
coordinate my 
watershed 
planning efforts 
with?
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Start Local…go National

Local programsLocal programs
Planning and zoningPlanning and zoning
Stormwater managementStormwater management

State/TribalState/Tribal
DOTDOT
Fish and Wildlife programsFish and Wildlife programs

NationalNational
Wetlands protectionWetlands protection
Public landsPublic lands
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Questions?
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Gather existing dataGather existing data
Create data inventoryCreate data inventory
ID data gapsID data gaps
Collect additional data, if neededCollect additional data, if needed
Analyze dataAnalyze data
ID pollution causes and sourcesID pollution causes and sources
Estimate pollutant loadsEstimate pollutant loads

Step 2. Characterize Watershed

29
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• What do we know 
about the watershed?

• What does the available 
information tell us?

• What information is 
missing?
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Collecting the Data
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Programs that Focus 
Characterization Needs and Data
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• Earlier reports

• Multiple agencies

• Targeted to concerns 
and current study

Collecting the Available Information
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It’s all a matter of scale…
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Supplementing available dataSupplementing available data

“Windshield Surveys”“Windshield Surveys”
InterviewsInterviews
Volunteer monitoringVolunteer monitoring
BioassessmentBioassessment
Targeted samplingTargeted sampling
Chemical/biological samplingChemical/biological sampling
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… and an ongoing learning process
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Data Analysis Techniques

MapsMaps
StatisticsStatistics
GraphsGraphs
Interpretation/experienceInterpretation/experience
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Evaluating the water quality
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Looking across the watershed…
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Diagnosing Sources…

40
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Interpreting Graphs…
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How can we estimate loads?

Monitoring Monitoring 
datadata
Mass balance Mass balance 
approachapproach
ModelingModeling

So….how do we do this???

One of the simplest ways is to use existing monitoring data to determine total 
loading from a watershed upstream of a monitoring station. Does attribute loads to a 
particular source, but does give you an overview of what the current loads are. Good 
for explaining historical or current loads…but no good for predicting future loads 
b/c conditions  could change due development, weather events, fire events…etc.

Another way to estimate loads is the mass balance approach? This approach 
involves calculating the mass entering and existing the water waterbody.

And then there’s modeling…which involves using a set of equations to represent or 
predict processes based on what’s happened in the past or what is currently 
happening.

Who here has experience in water quality modeling? Can you tell us what models 
you used and some tips or hints on making them work for you?

??
Monitoring data can be used to directly estimate the loading from a watershed. This 
is an estimate of the total loading from a watershed upstream of a monitoring point. 
This type of estimate does not attribute loads to particular sources but instead 
groups all loads into a single category. This generalized loading can help to evaluate 
downstream impacts, can be used to calculate a per acre loading, and can be used 
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Is modeling necessary?

43

As opposed to estimating loads with direct monitoring data…..modeling can help 
you separate sources, processes, types of soils, seasons and weather events. It can 
help you estimate runoff, sediment transport, etc. You’ve got to decide if the effort 
and expertise needed in watershed modeling is worth the benefit. Can you reach the 
same general conclusion simply using monitoring data and best professional 
judgment? In smaller subwatersheds…that certainly might be the case.
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Selecting the Appropriate Model
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Combining data sources and 
estimating watershed response

45
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Seven most commonly used models
STEPL STEPL 

Excel spreadsheet with a BMP calculatorExcel spreadsheet with a BMP calculator

AGNPSAGNPS
USDA model that predicts nitrogen, phosphorus, and organic carboUSDA model that predicts nitrogen, phosphorus, and organic carbonn

GWLF Generalized Watershed Loading FunctionGWLF Generalized Watershed Loading Function
Simulates runoff, sediment, nutrientsSimulates runoff, sediment, nutrients

P8P8
Urban model including management practicesUrban model including management practices

SWATSWAT
Agriculture, management practicesAgriculture, management practices

SWMM SWMM 
Detailed urban/stormwater modelDetailed urban/stormwater model

HSPF (Hydrologic Simulation ProgramHSPF (Hydrologic Simulation Program--Fortran)Fortran)
Detailed mixed land use modelDetailed mixed land use model

I’ve listed here a few models typically used in watershed planning. This list moved 
from simple to more complex. 

STEPL is a simple spreadsheet model that has a BMP calculator that computes the 
combined effectiveness of multiple BMPS in a watershed. So in the model, you can 
select the BMPS you want and it will tell you the expected pollutant load 
reductions….based on the baseline data you input. You need to know something 
about hydrology and of course you need to know excel and how to work with 
formulas in excel.

AGNPS was developed for agricultural or mixed-land-use watersheds. It predicts 
nitrogen, phosphorus, and organic carbon. It is appropriate for use on watersheds of 
up to 500 km2, providing information on the impact on various locations in the 
watershed, rather than simply various land uses. 

STEPL we talked about earlier…

GWLF

The Generalized Watershed Loading Function (GWLF) model simulates runoff and 
sediment delivery using the SCS curve number equation and the USLE, combined 
with average nutrient concentration based on land use. GWLF is a good choice for 
watershed planning where nutrients and sediment are primary concerns. Because of 
the lack of detail in predictions and stream routing (transport of flow and loads 
h h h ) h i l hl l h h h
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Relating endpoints to models
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Step 3: Finalize Goals and Identify 
Solutions

Set goals and management objectivesSet goals and management objectives
Develop indicators/targetsDevelop indicators/targets
Determine load reductions neededDetermine load reductions needed
ID critical areasID critical areas
ID management measures neededID management measures needed

49
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Refine “big picture goals” set in the Refine “big picture goals” set in the 
characterization phasecharacterization phase

Restore aquatic habitat in Turtle Creek watershedRestore aquatic habitat in Turtle Creek watershed
Meet water quality standards for bacteriaMeet water quality standards for bacteria

Translate into Specific Management ObjectivesTranslate into Specific Management Objectives
Restore aquatic habitat in the upper main stem of Restore aquatic habitat in the upper main stem of 
Turtle Creek by controlling agricultural sources of Turtle Creek by controlling agricultural sources of 
sedimentsediment
Reduce bacteria loads from livestock operationsReduce bacteria loads from livestock operations

Goals and Objectives

Once you’ve estimated the current loads and how much the loads need to be 
reduced…you need to identify the management objectives needed to help meet 
those load reductions.
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Select Indicators/Targets

Measurable parameters to link pollutant sources Measurable parameters to link pollutant sources 
to environmental conditionsto environmental conditions

Peak flowPeak flow
Nutrient concentrationNutrient concentration
TemperatureTemperature

Specific numeric value set as target for eachSpecific numeric value set as target for each
Based on water quality criteria, reference Based on water quality criteria, reference 
conditions, etc.conditions, etc.

So after you’ve set up you management objectives you need to identify those 
milestones…which means selecting some indicators which are things like peak 
flow, nutrient concentration, etc…..so those are the environmental indicators…and 
then you identify specific numeric values that you want to reach for each. Now you 
don’t have to set numeric values always,…these could be more narrative 
targets…like reduce stream temperatures low enough to support cutthroat trout. 
Maybe you’re not sure what that exact temp. is….so you set a more qualitative 
target instead of a number.
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Reference watersheds can be used 
to set targets
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Identify 
management 
targets
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Examples of Different Scenarios to 
Meet the Same Load Target
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Identify candidate practices
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Select the most appropriate BMPs

Look at what’s worked and what hasn’tLook at what’s worked and what hasn’t
Research effectivenessResearch effectiveness
Consider costs/benefitsConsider costs/benefits
Property ownership/site Property ownership/site 
access access 
Look for added benefitsLook for added benefits
Use a combination of Use a combination of 
techniquestechniques
Focus efforts on critical areas; Focus efforts on critical areas; 
use more or better BMPs thereuse more or better BMPs there
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Selecting Management Practices
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References for determining BMP 
effectiveness

Stormwater/Urban (BMP Effectiveness database; Stormwater/Urban (BMP Effectiveness database; 
Menu of BMPs)Menu of BMPs)
Agriculture (Ag Management Measure document)Agriculture (Ag Management Measure document)
Forestry (Forestry Management Measures Forestry (Forestry Management Measures 
document)document)
Mining (Development document for proposed Mining (Development document for proposed 
Effluent Guideline for Mining)Effluent Guideline for Mining)

www.epa.gov/npswww.epa.gov/nps

There are a lot of resources to draw on in determining which BMPs will achieve the 
best results for the site, stressors, and sources identified. Nearly all of these 
resources can be found on the internet. 
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www.epa.gov/owow/nps/ agmm/index.html
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www.epa.gov/owow/nps/agmm/ index.html
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www.bmpdatabase.org/docs.htm
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Sample BMP effectiveness table
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Analysis of multiple management 
practices using multiple indicators
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Questions?
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Final Planning and Implementation

Designing an Designing an 
implementation programimplementation program
Implementing the Implementing the 
watershed planwatershed plan
Measuring progress and Measuring progress and 
making adjustmentsmaking adjustments
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Assigning 
tasks, 

implementing 
actions, and 
monitoring 
progress

69
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Develop Implementation scheduleDevelop Implementation schedule
Set Interim milestonesSet Interim milestones
Determine how you will measure successDetermine how you will measure success
Develop monitoring componentDevelop monitoring component
Develop evaluation processDevelop evaluation process
ID technical and financial assistance neededID technical and financial assistance needed
Assign responsibilityAssign responsibility

Documentation of these items completes the planDocumentation of these items completes the plan

Step 4: Design Implementation 
Program

70
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Asking the right questions . . .
Who can help implement the BMPs or controls?Who can help implement the BMPs or controls?

Agencies, businesses, nonAgencies, businesses, non--profits, citizensprofits, citizens

How can they be implemented?How can they be implemented?
What has been done in the past?What has been done in the past?
How well did it work?How well did it work?
Can we do it (or adapt it) here?Can we do it (or adapt it) here?

When can we get started?When can we get started?
Reasonable shortReasonable short--term actionsterm actions
LongLong--term or major actionsterm or major actions

How do we know if it’s working?How do we know if it’s working?
And what do we do if it’s not?And what do we do if it’s not?
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Developing info/ed activities
Define overall goal and objectivesDefine overall goal and objectives
Identify and characterize target audienceIdentify and characterize target audience
Create message(s) for target audience(s)Create message(s) for target audience(s)
Package the messages for distributionPackage the messages for distribution
Distribute messages to the audiencesDistribute messages to the audiences
Evaluate the information/education effortEvaluate the information/education effort

72
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Prioritizing management efforts

Integrate assessment results Integrate assessment results 
across objectivesacross objectives
Example factors to consider:Example factors to consider:

Highest threats to achieving Highest threats to achieving 
objectivesobjectives
Regulatory requirementsRegulatory requirements
Where are existing management Where are existing management 
regulations, programs, policies, regulations, programs, policies, 
practices falling shortpractices falling short
Stakeholder preferencesStakeholder preferences

73
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Setting times and targets
Develop implementation scheduleDevelop implementation schedule

Think about short term (< 2 yrs) and Think about short term (< 2 yrs) and 
longlong--term (> 5 yrs) goalsterm (> 5 yrs) goals

Determine how you will measure Determine how you will measure 
successsuccess

What indicators are linked to the What indicators are linked to the 
problems you’re dealing with?problems you’re dealing with?

Set interim milestonesSet interim milestones
What helps to show progress?What helps to show progress?
Can be both water quality & Can be both water quality & 
programmatic indicatorsprogrammatic indicators
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Work from your “big picture” 
management objectives

ExamplesExamples
Restore aquatic habitat Restore aquatic habitat 
by addressing channel by addressing channel 
instability and instability and 
sedimentationsedimentation
Protect drinking water Protect drinking water 
reservoir from excessive reservoir from excessive 
nutrient loads & nutrient loads & 
eutrophicationeutrophication
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Establish indicators & targets for 
management objectives

INDICATOR = measurable INDICATOR = measurable 
parameter used to evaluate parameter used to evaluate 
relationship between relationship between 
pollutant sources and pollutant sources and 
environmental conditionsenvironmental conditions

TARGET = value of indicator TARGET = value of indicator 
that is set as the goal to that is set as the goal to 
achieveachieve
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Other types of indicators
Environmental Indicators:Environmental Indicators:

# of occurrences of algal blooms# of occurrences of algal blooms
miles of streambank restored or fenced off miles of streambank restored or fenced off 
% increase in “healthy% increase in “healthy--stream” crittersstream” critters
Increase in DOIncrease in DO
# of waterbodies restored# of waterbodies restored

Administrative/programmatic indicatorsAdministrative/programmatic indicators
# of BMPs installed# of BMPs installed
# of newspaper stories printed# of newspaper stories printed
# of people educated/trained# of people educated/trained
# of public meetings held# of public meetings held
# of volunteers attending activities# of volunteers attending activities
# of storm drains stenciled# of storm drains stenciled
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Social (surrogate) indicators

# of calls reporting illegal dumping# of calls reporting illegal dumping
# of people surveyed with increased # of people surveyed with increased 
knowledge of watershed issues knowledge of watershed issues 
# of people who report picking up pet # of people who report picking up pet 
wastewaste
% increase in households who had % increase in households who had 
their septic systems inspectedtheir septic systems inspected

Here’s an example of a measurable outreach goals developed by a North Carolina municipality 
“Develop a series of editorial pieces for publication in the City Managers column in the 
Independent Tribune. Track number of columns and stormwater issues addressed.”

In your NPS watershed plans…you don’t necessarily need to say…we going to have this many 
volunteer activities, this many meetings, etc. What you need to say is that you will use the 
number of meetings, and activities and a programmatic indicator of successfully implementing 
the plan.
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Finalizing the watershed plan
Develop monitoring Develop monitoring 
componentcomponent

Measuring your chosen indicatorsMeasuring your chosen indicators

Develop evaluation processDevelop evaluation process
Comparing indicator targets with Comparing indicator targets with 
collected datacollected data

ID technical and financial ID technical and financial 
resources neededresources needed

ShortShort--term: should be somewhat term: should be somewhat 
specific regarding sourcesspecific regarding sources
LongLong--term: can be less specificterm: can be less specific

Assign responsibility for actionsAssign responsibility for actions
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Indicators & targets: short/long term

80
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Example milestones

ShortShort--term (<1 yr)term (<1 yr)
Achieve 5% reduction in sediment load on 1,000 Achieve 5% reduction in sediment load on 1,000 
acres of ag land in the Cross Creek watershed by acres of ag land in the Cross Creek watershed by 
implementing rotational grazing practices.implementing rotational grazing practices.

MidMid--term (1term (1--4 yrs)4 yrs)
Reduce streambank erosion and sediment loading Reduce streambank erosion and sediment loading 
rate by 15% by reestablishing vegetation along 3,600 rate by 15% by reestablishing vegetation along 3,600 
feet of Cross Creek.feet of Cross Creek.

LongLong--term (>5 yrs)term (>5 yrs)
Restore upper reaches of 6 tributaries and create Restore upper reaches of 6 tributaries and create 
buffer easements along 15,000 ft of Cross Creek buffer easements along 15,000 ft of Cross Creek 
feeder streams.feeder streams.
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Planning to get it done!
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Identify sources of support

Funding sourcesFunding sources
Grants, contracts, donationsGrants, contracts, donations

Sources of technical assistanceSources of technical assistance
Internal and externalInternal and external

Matching support sourcesMatching support sources
Be creative!Be creative!
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Financial resources: examples
Catalog of Federal Funding Sources for Watershed 
Protection, posted at www.epa.gov/watershedfunding www.epa.gov/watershedfunding 
Guidebook of Financial Tools: Paying for Sustainable 
Environmental Systems, available for download at 
www.epa.gov/efinpage/guidbkpdf.htmwww.epa.gov/efinpage/guidbkpdf.htm
Directory of Funding Sources for Grassroots River Directory of Funding Sources for Grassroots River 
and Watershed Groups (and Watershed Groups (www.rivernetwork.orgwww.rivernetwork.org))
Plan2Fund, directory of watershed resources for 
federal, state, and private funding sources – see 
http://sspa.boisestate.edu/efc/Tools_Services/http://sspa.boisestate.edu/efc/Tools_Services/
Plan2Fund/plan2fund.htmPlan2Fund/plan2fund.htm
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The watershed plan is done . . .

Now the real work begins!Now the real work begins!
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Step 5: Implement Watershed Plan

Implement management strategiesImplement management strategies
Conduct monitoring Conduct monitoring 
Conduct outreach activitiesConduct outreach activities
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Who will implement the plan?
Structure can vary widelyStructure can vary widely

Public agenciesPublic agencies
Cities, countiesCities, counties
Water or wastewater utilityWater or wastewater utility
State agency or river authorityState agency or river authority
Tribal nations / agenciesTribal nations / agencies

Private entitiesPrivate entities
Watershed associationWatershed association
Ag producer councilAg producer council

Any wellAny well--organized single or multiple entity approachorganized single or multiple entity approach
can coordinate and document the effortcan coordinate and document the effort
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Adaptive Management
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Coordinate with other water 
resource and land use programs

Section 303, Water Quality Section 303, Water Quality 
Standards, TMDLs Standards, TMDLs 
Section 319, NPS ProgramSection 319, NPS Program
Section 402, NPDES Permits, Section 402, NPDES Permits, 
CAFOs, Stormwater I & IICAFOs, Stormwater I & II
Source Water Protection Source Water Protection 
PlansPlans
Wetlands Protection Wetlands Protection 
ProgramsPrograms
EQIP, CRP, BLM, USFS, EQIP, CRP, BLM, USFS, 
USFWSUSFWS
More…More…
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Measuring water quality 
improvements 

Revisit the parameter(s) you’re trying Revisit the parameter(s) you’re trying 
to impact (sediment, nutrients, etc.)to impact (sediment, nutrients, etc.)
Identify measurable criteria associated Identify measurable criteria associated 
with the parameter(s)with the parameter(s)
Check to see if anyone out there is Check to see if anyone out there is 
monitoring your parametersmonitoring your parameters
If not, develop a lowIf not, develop a low--cost & effective cost & effective 
monitoring programmonitoring program
Be selective! Don’t monitor Be selective! Don’t monitor 
everything!everything!
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Implementing a monitoring 
program

StaffingStaffing
Equipment procurementEquipment procurement
TrainingTraining
Field preparationField preparation
Laboratory coordinationLaboratory coordination
Data and information Data and information 
managementmanagement
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Sampling Protocols

Standard Methods for field Standard Methods for field 
and laboratory analysesand laboratory analyses

CollectionCollection
StorageStorage
TransportTransport
AnalysisAnalysis
ReportingReporting

Quality Assurance Project Quality Assurance Project 
Plans (QAPPs)Plans (QAPPs)
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Extracting 
CWA 319 
Program 

Workplans 
from the 

Watershed 
Plan
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Use indicator 
summary data 
to 
communicate 
with partners 
and the public
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Step 6: Measure Progress and Make 
Adjustments

Review and evaluate Review and evaluate 
Share resultsShare results
Prepare annual plansPrepare annual plans
Make adjustments  Make adjustments  
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During implementation, remember:

Plans are guides, not Plans are guides, not 
straitjacketsstraitjackets
Be aware of unforeseen Be aware of unforeseen 
opportunitiesopportunities
Picking the lowPicking the low--hanging fruit is hanging fruit is 
easy, but it helps to build a easy, but it helps to build a 
sense of progress & momentumsense of progress & momentum
If possible, work quietly for as If possible, work quietly for as 
long as you can on the most long as you can on the most 
contentious issuescontentious issues
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Finally…Make Adjustments
Monitor water quality and BMPsMonitor water quality and BMPs
Compare results to goalsCompare results to goals
Are you making progress?Are you making progress?
Are you meeting your goals?Are you meeting your goals?
If you aren’t meeting If you aren’t meeting 
implementation milestones implementation milestones 
If you aren’t making progress If you aren’t making progress 
toward reducing pollutant toward reducing pollutant 
loads….loads….

Then…do it all over again!Then…do it all over again!
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Linking planning to outcomes
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The Bottom Line:
Load reduction Load reduction estimatesestimates are are 
critical for nonpoint sourcescritical for nonpoint sources
Preliminary info & estimates can be Preliminary info & estimates can be 
modified & corrected over time, if modified & corrected over time, if 
necessarynecessary
Clean Water Act, section 319 Clean Water Act, section 319 --
funded management measures funded management measures 
should proceed only after should proceed only after 
reasonable estimates are made of reasonable estimates are made of 
how far they will go towards how far they will go towards 
achachiieving water quality targets.eving water quality targets.
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Most of All, You Need Patience
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www.epa.gov/owow/nps/watershed_handbook/

DRAFTQuestions?

Links to additional resources


